
Pine Barrens Golf Course 
        Brooksfield, Florida 
 
 
Architect: Tom Fazio (1993) 
 
  Par Rating Slope Yardage 
Mens  71 71.4  123 6458 
 
 
Overview: 
 
 Tom Fazio has built a real gem in a very off beat location in Southwest Florida.  Part of a 48-hole 
extrazaganza with the most elaborate practice and teaching area you have ever seen, this place is golfing nirvana.  
The driving range is a full 360 degree spoke facility.  The practice green is about five acres of the most imaginative 
putting environs on the planet-even has a full terrarium in the center.  Three hole practice/warm-up course.  9 hole 
par three.  Two full championship character eighteens.   
 
 The Pine Barrens is clearly the better of the two-though I must say that Rolling Oaks is a fair complement.  
Pine Valleyesque without the 165 slope.  Much like Pine Valley there are huge waste areas surrounding the holes in 
all directions, but the landing areas and greens are much less forboding.  The course has a wonderfully consistent 
character with plenty of up and down to make it interesting.  Cut out of the pines but plenty of room to move and 
maneuver. 
 
 The driving areas on most holes are very generous but do not be fooled there is an advantage place to drive 
on every hole so pay attention.  The bunkers are all treated as waste areas-the advantage there is not so much that 
you can ground your club but that you can actually take a practice swipe and test out the sand-strongly advise you 
to keep that in mind.  The greens are really what sets this apart from most of the top quality tracks you play-they are 
not just undulating they are severely sloped-I mean serious swerve with 10+ stimpy speed.  This makes for real 
separation between your ball and the hole on pitches, chips, and long putts if you do not carefully consider the slope 
all the way to the hole.  The complementing difficulty is that many of the greens have sharp shoulders so if they put 
a cup close to an edge like this rolling five feet past means you are chipping back, you cannot get this out of your 
mind when you are pitching at an edged pin location-makes you very defensive.  If the pin location is 3 today it is a 
house of horrors so put your ego into storage if that is the case.   
 
 There are so many unusual and interesting holes on this course it would take a photo scrapbook to recount 
them properly.  Just be extremely open minded when you plot your strategy on an individual hole or an individual 
shot because creativity will be rewarded and defensive thinking will be punished.  The end result is that this is a 
round to savor over and over staring at your ceiling in the middle of the night. 
 
 If the meatball sub is on the menu for the daily special I highly recommend it-has the Atkins seal of 
approval.  Chicken Fajita Wrap gets kudos as well. 
 
 
 
 



 
Hole-By-Hole Analysis: 
 
#1 Par 4 371 Yards  
 
 Nice opening hole with par possibility-take advantage of it.  Drive off a precipice tee into an upslope below 
you right of the fairway bunker that takes out the left side of the fairway from 130 in.  Now it is a short iron into a 
green set above.  This green has a subtle Pinehurst 2 feel to it-balls roll off in all directions-get used to this you will 
see this effect all day long. 
 
 
#2 Par 4 428 Yards 
 
 As is the case with many of the holes here, the yardage does not speak the actual playing length of the hole.  
This one is mucho downhill so that diminishes the playing length considerably-but the 428 will get your attention.  
Drive strong on the right center off the waste area and you get a peek around the corner at a green just below you 
over a little rise.  No bunkers here so the long club in hand should not bother you-best worked in right to left with 
the slope of the green.  If you end up short left you have to negotiate a little mound front left that will be between 
you and the flag.  Love this hole-no fanfare, just good design. 
 
 
#3 Par 3 146 Yards 
 
 This has the look and feel of a RTJ par three-just awesome.  The hole sits ensconsed by the trees with the 
water set on a diagonal to a very big green so the further back the pin the more water to traverse.  Play is always up 
the center of this green-especially if the pin is back left because of the severe banking in the green from right to left.  
Back right has a little perch shelf that is impossible to keep the ball on-if it is set there you will have to accept a 35 
footer back up to the hole from the center of the green.  If there is any wind here the hole is absolutely devilish. 
 
 
#4 Par 5 480 Yards 
 
 What a wild and crazy ride on this visual roller coaster.  Zig-Zag-Zig.  The straight away carry  over the 
waste area is a solid 210 into a cusped landing area that is more of a carry on both the right and left.  Since it is a 
three shot hole for mortals I like three metal up the left  rather than taking on the forced carry.  What remains is a 
pitch into the green set up on the right above a Mike Stranz type awesome macho sand pit.  Deep green is well 
above so hit enough club to get on top.  For those who smash the drive straight away they can consider a shot at the 
green across the pit coupled with two sessions of Rotella psychoanalysis.   Big problem is that the second is likely 
played off a downslope into the uphill green.  He does provide a missing area to the front right makes this a chance 
worth taking if you have a Nicklausian high fade in your repertoire.  The green has so much contour it is that you 
can end up with some wild putts.  Good thing is the back right has the sidewall feature of a handball court and can 
contain an aggressive approach to the back and middle pins.  Front left is very difficult-low area there is hard to get 
too without engaging the pitching area provided beyond. 
 
 
 



 
#5 Par 4 362 Yards 
 
 This is a slinging uphill masterpiece-just requires two well executed draws in a row.  Drive off the elevated 
tee across the wasteland  to right center of a landing area below.  Now you have to hit a slinger from the right to 
follow the curve of the hole-don’t overcook since the bunker up the left protects from 130 in.  Green works up and 
left as well so it will accept that shape of shot.  Steep false front makes the front pins difficult but you cannot afford 
to have to putt back to these either.  Middle of the green has a big trough area that will contain most anything. 
 
 
#6 Par 5 518 Yards 
 
 Nice simple looking hole but plenty of place to make bogey.  Slightly uphill off the tee-hit it to right center 
across the abyss.  Now you need to work the ball back from left to right to follow the line of the hole but you want 
to keep it on the left to get an angle back to the green.  It is set beyond a couple of trees surrounded by a waste area 
on the right corner that define a dogear to the putting surface.  Green is real tiny domed thing but no bunkers-just a 
deep depression protecting short left. 
 
 
#7 Par 3 185 Yards 
 
 Beautiful middle distance three par that just sets up beautifully to the surrounding topography.  Folded 
green is slightly below and set on the diagonal and has a major Oral Roberts collection feature front right of the 
green-be prepared to contribute your tithe.  If you have a right to left curve I would play it here to fight the 
collection tendency. 
 
 
#8 Par 4 361 Yards 
 
 What a cool pair of par fours coming up.  This one has a semi-blind landing area above you off the tee 
adjacent to the waste area on the right.  Favor the left for the best angle into the green that is set back to the right 
behind the second waste area.  You have a shortish iron across the wasteland to a moated green arrangement that is 
receptive in the middle and back left of the green.  The iron shot in here is terrifying but a thing of beauty to watch 
while it is airborne.  The front pin is pure forced carry but that area of the green has its own collection edges so it 
can contain an articulate play.  Making par here is extremely gratifying and memorable. 
 
 
#9 Par 4 395 Yards 
 
 Again Tom masked landing area off this tee with a slight rise-favor left center again.  The green is set on a 
plateau so you have to carry a longer club all the way to the surface.  Green tilts 1 to 7 so I like a ball coming in on 
the left working up the slope.  The front left pin is impossible for the false front so just pray the help did not decide 
on that pin position today.  Bad no-no short and right-the greenside bunker is three stories down with warning signs 
and guard rails. 
 
 



 
#10 Par 3 158 or 175 Yards 
 
 Simple challenge to begin the inward nine.  Green sits above you with a major false front feature on the left.  
Must carry the ball up the heart of the green and follow the right to left banking to have any chance of getting it 
close.  This green is pretty shallow-especially when you factor out the false front-but it is plenty wide.   
 
 
#11 Par 4 379 Yards 
 
 Dog ears back to the right on the second so drive it to left center off the tee for an open look.  Now you have 
a good carry over a large waste bunker into a 30 deep green that angles 7 to 1.  Love the angles on this hole-makes 
the shaping of the approach shot a premium. 
 
 
#12 Par 4 457 Yards 
 
 Number one in the handicap ranking for a reason-this yardage will get your attention.  The queer thing here 
is they have two greens-one on the right makes this the coolest hole in this section of Florida-one on the left makes 
it a muni stepchild.  Drive lands on a downslope so the hole plays no where near the 457 on the card.  The green on 
the right is well above you across another waste abyss.  Shots played from this bunker are a real cardiac adventure.  
Missing area is short and right.  The green has more contour than anything you see all day and that is saying 
something.  Top right corner has a Clark Kent phone booth perch and everything falls away from that.  This perch 
is so high that the face of it serves as a back stop for pins front left and front right. 
 
 
#13 Par 4 421 Yards 
 
 A very stiff challenge here.  Drive to left center across the desert to get an angle on a green set back to the 
right.  Major collection area short right so again you have to elevate an approach into the center of the green. A shot 
coming in on the left edge will skirt the collection area and feed to the center of the putting surface-a credible 
strategy for most pins.   Very tight second shot that requires real focus. 
 
 
#14 Par 5 527 Yards 
 
 Zag-Zig-Zag.  This is very clever funky offering.  Drive straight away at the big spread tree you see in the 
center of the fairway.  Now you have to traverse that tree and a wall of waste to a fairway above looking down on 
the green.  Err on the side of too much club on this layup since there are skeletons dotting the wall of waste area. 
If you have a shot at the green you aim ten yards right of the green and let it feed down.  The tree on the left near 
the green masks another halacious waste area-it would make Dante cringe and consider writing novellas.  This 
green is a large unfurling flag with a major ramp from the front up to the back.  Two putting from anything over  
20 feet is a major victory. 
 
 
 



 
#15 Par 4 313 Yards 
 
 You classic gambler’s paradise.  Driveable green if the wind is behind and strong.  202 to carry to the 
fairway on the right with a straight look up to the green.  I think this is the play to front and middle pins because 
even 100 yards from the sand is a playable shot to those pins.  210 up the left for the back pins leaves you a short 
iron across the left edge of the green and feeds back down to the right on the ground.  This is one magnificent sight 
from the tee and equally majestic from the green back. 
 
 
#16 Par 3 205 Yards 
 
 Very Irish looking offering here-elevated tee across a hollowed out sand quarry to a green slightly below.  
Big and generous green is masked on the left third by the side wall of the quarry.  If you pick the right club and 
trust the engineering of your hardware you should be putting.  A great view back to the tee from the green-you can 
really appreciate the amount of escavating was required to make this hole. 
 
 
#17 Par 4 376 Yards 
 
 Very cool par four that is confined all the way from tee to green on the left and the green is tucked in to the 
left on a plateau.  You have the feeling of hanging on by your fingernails all the way from the tee markers into the 
bottom of the can here.  Drive straight away to right center.  Now it is a draw around the tree line into the green set 
behind a straight line of trees on the left.  Missing below the green on the right is an adventure waiting to happen.  
This is a great par if you make it.   
 
 
#18 Par 4 376 Yards 
 
 Same distance as the last but plays considerably longer than the measure.  Confined sharp dogear left-
nothing like it on the course so far-very cool finishing hole.  Drive straight away to clear the corner and get a look 
at a tight green set above a bunker on the right.  Not much length here but again a par is a very satisfying score. 
Take a deep exhaling breath-this has been a full metal golf challenge for sure. 
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